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Writer’s Blot 
WRITER’S PROMPT /

Trying Out Medium
BY SALLY ITO

I’m a middle-aged BIPOC woman who has 
published three books of poetry, a collection of short 
stories, a memoir, and a children’s book. So why 
am I trying to publish on Medium? 

 Medium is an American-based digital publication platform 
that operates as a hybrid collection of amateur and professional 
people and publications creating articles and other digital content, 
and is regularly regarded as a blog host. Medium launched in 
2012; I got onto the platform in 2016 when I wrote a biographical 
essay about the Japanese poet Misuzu Kaneko for Electric Litera-
ture.  When it was accepted, the editor told me to cut-and-paste 
my Word document into Medium and send it to the publication 
via that platform. As I did this, I explored Medium.  I created an 
account for myself and did a mini-survey of what I liked to read; 
this information would then appear on my Medium profile page. 
 While on Medium, I wondered if I could just self-publish there 
à la blog style. When I mentioned this to the editor at EL at the 
time, she thought it was an interesting idea — it hadn’t occurred 
to her to use Medium that way. For her, Medium was simply a 
place to edit work accepted to a digital magazine where the trans-
fer of the content would be more seamless than through email.  I 
did get paid for this piece and through Paypal. But what was signif-
icant about publishing this piece online on Electric Literature was 
its wide reach. The essay I wrote on Misuzu Kaneko was the first 
piece about her in English that introduced her life and poetry to an 
audience wider than I would get in any print journal.
 Flash forward to 2020 and the pandemic. Now isolated, and 
without blog or website on which to share longer pieces of writing 
(Facebook Notes had been discontinued), I wondered where I 
might publish my writing in a format I could share easily with 
my social media followers/friends and also expose it to that vast 
readership of the unknown that every writer wants.
 I returned to Medium. By this time, Medium had changed. It 
had become an ecosystem of readers and writers that wrote for 
each other on varying topics of interest. You could now become 
a paid member of Medium and have your work behind a paywall 

where you could earn money on stories based on the reading time 
and “claps” given by other paid members.  You could submit your 
work to journals and if they accepted it, you would become part of 
the roster of that journal’s writers and could submit to them again. 
You could also self-publish and have your work read by “follow-
ers.’” In the meantime, you could read the work of your editors to 
get a better sense of their sensibility and preferences.  
 Since I have a lot of unpublished work that has been rejected 
by print journals in Canada, I decided I would try submitting them 
to journals on Medium. At first, one journal I tried — The Junction 
— showed interest but said my piece was too long, so I shortened 
it and it got published; I became one of that journal’s writers. 
The piece got a readership of strangers I could actually gauge and 
moreover, develop a following from. In the meantime, I could also 
share the story with my friends/followers on my social media han-
dles. The Junction has since picked up two more of my stories, one 
of which was then reprinted in a Japanese Canadian newspaper in 
Toronto. 
 Are there downsides to this platform? Well, you’re not going to 
make a lot of money on it and because your writing is behind a pay-
wall, your friends will only have access to three of your published 
pieces on the platform if they don’t join Medium (although you do 
have an option to copy a “friend link” to send by email and Twitter 
shares are unlimited.) As a reader, I don’t find a lot of the articles 
on Medium interesting — lots of psychology, self-help — but I do 
enjoy reading the work of the journal editors who have a taste and 
sensibility I share. The other downside I’ve discovered is that there 
are other new platforms like Vocal and Substack that are doing the 
same thing, which means that Medium is just one of several digital 
ecosystem out there for readers and writers. Still, my experiment 
with it has been good, and I’d recommend trying it if you have a lot 
of unpublished work that you want to get out there.

Sally Ito is a Japanese Canadian writer, translator, and teacher of 
creative writing who lives in Winnipeg. She has published three books 
of poetry, a collection of short stories, and was a co-translator for a book 
of Japanese children’s poetry about Japanese poet Misuzu Kaneko. 
Her latest book is her memoir, The Emperor’s Orphans, published by 
Turnstone in 2018.
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BY JILLIAN BELL

The Invisible Canadian 
Collection 

Many of Carnegie’s first “modern” libraries featured non-book 
services: swimming pools, billiards rooms. Ancient libraries boasted 
laboratories, gardens, and maybe, as the fantasy fan in me likes to 
imagine, dusty catacombs where they kept “the dangerous tomes.”

odern libraries house public-access computers 
and were among the first to offer 3D printing 
services; some feature maker spaces, gaming 
tournaments, public events, and more. But what 
about the books? Arguably, modern libraries 
have always been about more than “just books.” 

Having said that, making books available to readers is still libraries’ 
primary activity. According to BookNet Canada, nearly half of readers 
(46 percent) discovered new books at the library, behind “word of 
mouth” (which has long been known as the number one way readers 
connect with books). In BookNet Canada’s latest Canadians Reading 
Canadians study, “84 percent of Canadian book buyers said they 
were ‘very’ or ‘somewhat’ interested in reading Canadian authors, 
which is up from 75 percent in 2012.” (Genner, Noah, and Lauren 
Stewart. “Identifying Canadian Authorship.” Identifying Canadian 
Authorship - BookNet Canada User Documentation - BNC Confluence, 

booknetcanada.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/UserDocs/pages/1378508/
Identifying+Canadian+Authorship.) But does this mean you can 
walk into a Canadian library and find yourself awash in Canadian 
books?
 Think about your local library and its collection of Canadian 
books. How did those books get there? 
 To begin to answer this question we must first look at what 
constitutes a Canadian book. Most people would consider a Canadian 
book to be one written by a Canadian, so where are Canadian 
writers being published? Certainly some of us have books with the 
“big five” (Penguin Random House; Hachette; Simon & Schuster; 
HarperCollins; Macmillan), but most Canadian writers find 
success publishing with smaller, independent Canadian publishers. 
Canadian publishers have a focus on publishing the work of 
Canadian writers. How do we find books to fit that bill?
 Enter metadata. “Books have always needed metadata — even 

M
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before Gutenberg, bibliographies were a necessity” (Richardson, 
Tom. “Why Do Metadata?” BookNet Canada, 10 Sept. 2019, www.
booknetcanada.ca/blog/2019/9/10/why-do-metadata.). While our eyes 
may glaze over when talk of the data about a book arises, metadata 
is one of the most powerful tools publishers have of marketing 
their books and one of the most powerful tools distributors, 
wholesalers, retailers, and libraries have at their disposal to categorize, 
market, and display books. As soon as a manuscript is selected 
for publication, work on the metadata begins: the development 
of keywords, author bio, title, genre, BISAC codes, etc.. All of the 
bibliographic information about a book goes into its metadata record, 
and publishers submit those records to reviewers, wholesalers, 
distributors, and retailers months ahead of release dates to ensure 
your book is available wherever readers are, so they can find it, read it, 
and fall in love with it. 
 Libraries primarily purchase materials through wholesalers; 
library acquisitions leaders work with wholesaler sales teams 
or reps to find books that meet the library’s acquisitions policy 
requirements. While acquisitions policy in most Canadian libraries 
will put “Canadian titles” at the tops of their lists, acquisitions teams 
have shrunk dramatically; in some of the largest library systems in 
the country, there may only be a handful of librarians whose work 
is dedicated to purchasing, and how do they find Canadian books 
among the tens of thousands of new titles produced each year? They 
rely heavily on reviews, wholesaler lists, sales reps, and catalogues - 
the very places that publishers send their metadata to in advance of 
publication. 
 Libraries want Canadian books. Canadian publishers want their 
books in libraries. Canadian writers want their books in libraries to 
reach readers and to qualify for the Public Lending Right program. 
Canadian readers want books by Canadians. Library wholesalers want 
to provide the best service to their clients, so where’s the disconnect? 
The disconnect begins with metadata. 
 How does a wholesaler know if a particular title is written by 

a Canadian or published in Canada? Well, chances are good the 
publisher is sending them ONIX metadata feeds. ONIX is an 
international standard for the exchange of bibliographic information. 
There is a field in ONIX that indicates Canadian contributors. 
(As a very nerdy aside, with ONIX 3.0, the markers that indicate 
author residency are robust. It would be great if all publishers 
used contributor place codes.) If these records exist, and if that 
data indicates Canadian authorship, surely the easy answer is 
that wholesalers can look at metadata supplied by publishers, and 
libraries can look at metadata supplied by wholesalers, to make sure 
they’re getting the Canadian books we all want them to have, right? 
 We-ell. The data systems that wholesalers use may or may not be 
ONIX-based (industry standard for publishers and retailers, but not 
necessarily for libraries and library wholesalers). Libraries and library 
wholesalers use data systems that, when they were built, didn’t 
necessarily differentiate regional information. Publishers can flag 
Canadian content elsewhere in the metadata (author bio perhaps, 
or in the bibliographic summary), but surely it would be easier 
just to sort on “author place.” If library wholesalers aren’t using a 
publisher’s supplied ONIX metadata, many Canadian books start out 
in the system, invisible as Canadian. 
 So. Even though regional libraries have acquisitions policies 
that include directives to request regional and Canadian titles for 
purchasing lists, those books are difficult to identify because our 
digital files aren’t speaking the same language. Although Canadian 
libraries are decentralized entities, local and regional libraries want 
local and regional content. Library-as-community-builder means 
including the literature and resources about a community as well 
as by community members. Library funding and administration 
happens at the municipal, regional, or, in some cases, provincial 
level, but libraries develop programming and collections based on 
what they know of the communities they serve - and they’re very, 
very good at doing it. Local and regional libraries develop acquisition 
and collections policy, goals, and priorities based on patron requests, 

Metadata is one of the most powerful tools 
publishers have of marketing their books, and 
one of the most powerful tools distributors, 
wholesalers, retailers, and libraries have at their 
disposal to categorise, market, and display books.
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circulation, and perhaps most importantly, based on what the 
community needs and wants. If there’s no way for wholesalers to 
reliably capture metadata that indicates regional or local interest, that 
book won’t show up in the purchasing lists supplied to Canadian 
libraries on the national metric.
 While there is no pan-Canadian public policy covering Canadian 
libraries that indicates a minimum purchase or collection or 
circulation of Canadian titles, regional libraries have circulation 
policies that dictate how many copies of a title are purchased, how 
long a book remains in circulation, and what triggers repurchase 
or discard. Books by local writers may find their way into library 
collections when library users ask for them, or when librarians find 
out about them through local events, media attention, and reviews. 
Local histories and books of local and regional interest tend to 
remain in library collections and in circulation longer than other 
books, which is good news. But one-off collection building does not 
go very far in the Grander Scheme of Library Things. Wholesaler 
and library systems using regional metadata which publishers can 
already provide through their ONIX feeds is a broader, more effective 
solution. 
 For those books that are discoverable as Canadian, how many 
copies of each title would a library purchase? That largely depends 
on a library’s understanding of the needs and wants of its patrons 
and local connections and media. Circulation policies rely largely 
on borrowing statistics, and those will vary greatly, even within local 
branches of a single library system.  A large library like Calgary Public 
might purchase four copies of a new book by a well-known Canadian 
author, but regional libraries with smaller circulation numbers might 
not procure more than one. The regional library in Flin Flon might 
purchase a self-published graphic novel produced by a local area 
teacher, whereas that title probably wouldn’t make it into Toronto 
Public Library’s purchasing list. 
 In general, library purchases across Canada have gone shallow 
and wide. Although libraries may purchase a number of new 
Canadian titles in a year, those sales may represent only one copy 

being purchased for one library. Consider that the number of 
Canadian books purchased each year is about 6 percent of the non-
Canadian market; the problem of Canadian invisibility becomes 
more drastic. 
 Without easy metadata markers available in library cataloguing 
systems, librarians and patrons alike have to engage in some digging. 
In Canadian bookstores in 2019, approximately 18 percent of sales 
were of Canadian books, while the data on library purchasing 
shows less than 10 percent were Canadian books. We can see that 
readers want Canadian books. The disconnect is in discoverability 
and metadata. Canadian booksellers use ONIX metadata supplied 
by publishers. Library wholesalers may or may not. If we truly want 
to help improve the visibility of Canadian books in our libraries, 
making publishers’ metadata work for Canadian libraries is one way 
to do it. 
 The more demand there is for Canadian books, the more driven 
libraries will be to ensure those books show up in their collections; 
writers should include their local libraries in their own marketing. 
Ask your readers to ask their libraries for your books! The second 
solution to invisible Canadian books is public policy that supports 
discoverability of Canadian books from the metadata stage. The trick 
to buying and borrowing more Canadian books is in being able to 
find them.

Jillian Bell is a writer and freelance editor living in Saskatchewan’s 
Qu’Appelle Valley. She has had work published by CBC, in literary 
anthologies, and in journals and periodicals. Her work has also appeared 
in blogs, on social media and websites, and in games-related sourcebooks. 
She is the Executive Director of SaskBooks, the provincial creative industry 
association for book publishers in Saskatchewan. At the age of 6, she 
created her own lending library.

Sources: BookNet Canada; The More Canada Report: Increasing 
Canadians’ awareness and reading of Canadian books (https://
morecanada.ca/2018/12/14/report-more-canada/)

Even though regional libraries have acquisitions 
policies that include directives to request regional 
and Canadian titles for purchasing lists, those 
books are difficult to identify because our digital 
files aren’t speaking the same language.
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Dispatches

COMMUNITY /

A Successful 
Virtual Residence 
BY DANNY RAMADAN 

Back in January 2020, I thought I would be 
living in Saskatoon for nine months.

 I rented an apartment in Saskatoon for September 2020. A 
beautiful one bedroom and den on the fourth floor of a homey 
building, overlooking a quiet street dotted with tall trees. The 
photos promised a sunny winter, with a comfortable couch, a 
hot cup of tea, and a warm duvet on my shoulders while I type 
away beautiful sentences in my upcoming novel. My office at 
the Saskatoon Public Library (SPL), with its glass door and its 
proximity to endless bookshelves, promised a refuge from the 
harsh snow days, while I pour my thoughts into a feedback 
letter to one of the patrons who access my services as the Writer 
in Residence. My husband’s extended family living in the 
area promised dinners and wine, and he offered to visit me in 
December so we could spend Christmas in his grandparents’ 
home in Swift Current. Toon people I’ve never met added me on 
Facebook and offered me recommendations for food and poetry 
nights. I was added to all sorts of local Facebook groups, from the 
run-of-the-mill queer gathering spaces to a polyamorous meetup 
group whose members had the best consent practices I’ve ever 
witnessed online. 
 A new novel idea bubbled in my head: a Syrian refugee 
protagonist relocating to Saskatoon during its coldest days and 
meeting an eccentric local family — August Osage County meets 
Coming to America but with lots of snow. The kind of book you’d 
find a family tree on its first page, and that lends itself well to 
both social criticism and romanticized prairie living. I researched 
locations to visit, planned trips to nearby towns for some historical 
context, and promised myself to be more extroverted so I could get 
to know the locals. 
 Then COVID-19 hit. 
 (Such a cliché to say this now, don’t you agree?)
 Fast-forward to today, on my last week of the gig after nine 
months of being the Saskatoon Public Library’s Virtual Writer 
in Residence, and I couldn’t have hoped for a better experience. 
Over the past months, I’ve developed friendships with many 

local artists, got to know a group of aspiring authors, created 
video tutorials on how to write your first sentence and how to edit 
your own manuscript, invited authors from both Vancouver and 
Saskatoon to read each other’s work on Zoom and discuss the 
connections they find in their own art, and offered a virtual space 
for up-and-comers to read their work and get paid for it. I visited 
book clubs, was invited to read my children’s book to local schools, 
and had the pleasure of reading the work of folks ranging from 
12-years-old to 89-years-old. All of which was done from my home 
office right here in Vancouver. 
 I say this without failing to name the challenges: panicked 
emails were exchanged with the (calm, accommodating, and 
lovely) folks at SPL, who put up with my anxieties. I had to watch 
endless YouTube tutorials on how to edit my own videos to do 
simple things like insert a photo and add a caption. Sometimes, in 
the grey days of Vancouver’s winter, I wished I was living in sunny, 
snowy Saskatoon, putting on my finest shirt and glamorous faux-
fur jacket and going for a weekly reading at the library, or drinking 
a beer with a local poet. Sometimes, I wished I could take myself 
seriously, sitting in my home office in my sweatpants attempting 
to create a nuanced and genuine experience for those seeking my 
services, while clicking “Join” on yet another Zoom call. 
 Honestly, what kept me going and I think contributed to 
the success of this year’s WiR program is the fact that I saw the 
position as a responsibility: I was an essential service to folks 
stuck at home, and I treated the job as such. Many of these folks 
are seeking not only someone to talk to them about writing but 
someone to just talk to. 
 The work was a message; a place for folks to feel good about 
life while the rest of the world is going through an apocalypse. 
No matter where the work presented to me stood on the scale of 
professional creative writing, I always tried to find a positive thing 
or two to say about the work; I offered critique with empathetic 
view. 
 I am proud of the work I did as a Writer in Residence at the 
Library. My proudest moment was, and probably will forever be, 
the day a young, queer poet told me that they never felt listened to 
like they did when we were on a Zoom call together. When they 
said that, the distance did not matter, the restrictions disappeared. 
We were just two creatives feeling gratitude that in this very 
moment, both of our arts mattered. 

Danny Ramadan is a Syrian-Canadian author and LGBTQ-refugee 
advocate. His debut novel, The Clothesline Swing, won multiple 
awards. His children’s book, Salma the Syrian Chef, continues to 
receive accolades. Both books were translated to multiple languages. His 
short stories and essays appeared in publications across North America 
and Europe. Ramadan’s forthcoming novel, The Foghorn Echoes 
(2022), and his memoir, Crooked Teeth (2024), will be released by 
Penguin Random House. Ramadan graduated from UBC with an 
MFA in Creative Writing and lives in Vancouver with his husband, 
Matthew Ramadan. 


